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Chapter 2
Shattered Plans? Save More.
On Reference-dependence and Liquidity Constraints1
This chapter analyzes reference-dependent consumption plans in a context of imperfect financial
markets. Applications of prospect theory suggest that utility depends not only on consumption
itself but also on gains and losses relative to prior consumption plans. By loss aversion,
consumers prefer not to consume below planned levels, and by diminishing sensitivity, they
prefer to take a sure loss within one period. I analyze how these reference-dependent preferences
interact with financial market imperfections, modeled as a liquidity constraint. Consumers
without access to credit might have to give up plans regarding early consumption even though
future plans are still feasible. To carry through these future plans, they may well decide to take
the full loss in early periods and save more than a reference-independent consumer would do.
This anomaly sharply contrasts findings from models without liquidity constraints. One should
hence take into account the presence of financial market imperfections when applying prospect
theory.

2.1

Introduction

Most models for consumption-savings decisions in imperfect financial markets assume that
preferences are reference-independent (Deaton, 1991; Carroll, 1997). A large body of laboratory
experiments in developed countries however finds evidence of reference-dependent preferences
(Wakker, 2003; Abdellaoui et al., 2007; Booij and Van de Kuilen, 2009), providing support
for Kahneman and Tversky (1979)’s prospect theory. According to prospect theory, gains and
losses relative to a reference point a↵ect well-being, and consumers are loss averse, meaning
that losses loom larger than gains. Also a number of empirical studies testing for referencedependence outside the laboratory are consistent with key features of prospect theory (Camerer,
2000; Barberis et al., 2001; Genesove and Mayer, 2001; Post et al., 2008).
1

This research was funded through a Tinbergen Institute PhD scholarship. I am grateful to Jan Willem Gunning
and Chris Elbers for their invaluable advice, and thank participants in the European Association for Labor Economics
Conference (EALE, Paphos 2011), Nordic Conference for Development Economics (NCDE, Copenhagen 2011), the
Centre for the Study of African Economies Conference (CSAE, Oxford 2012) and Tinbergen Institute seminars for
their useful comments.
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Nevertheless, very few studies have tested prospect theory in settings without well-functioning
financial markets and the few field laboratory experiments in developing countries support only
some of its elements (Harrison et al., 2010). The literature also lacks theoretical predictions on
how reference-dependence a↵ects behavior in a context of imperfect financial markets. This
challenges the interpretation of empirical tests for reference-dependence outside the laboratory.
Behavior consistent with prospect theory in a context of perfect financial markets may not be
predicted by prospect theory when financial markets are imperfect.
Financial market imperfections are relevant since a majority of the poor does not use formal
financial instruments to save and borrow (Chaia et al., 2012). Instead, they rely on informal
instruments that provide limited credit and insurance (Cochrane, 1991; Udry, 1994; Dercon and
Krishnan, 2000). This study argues that for them, reference-dependence will a↵ect behavior
qualitatively di↵erent depending on whether consumers can access perfect financial markets.
Limited access to credit forces consumers to take losses in early periods while they can still
save to avoid future losses. This may motivate them to save more than reference-independent
consumers would save. Conversely, in a context of perfect financial markets, they would save
less than reference-independent consumers.
To further develop this argument, this study combines the fairly separate lines of literature
on prospect theory and financial market imperfections. I model financial market imperfections
as a liquidity constraint, which I then introduce in Kőszegi and Rabin (2006, 2009)’s model
for reference-dependent consumption plans (henceforth KR). Like KR, I assume that not only
consumption itself but also changes with respect to initial consumption plans (the reference
point) carry utility. Changing a plan creates a sensation of gains and losses. Consuming less than
planned hurts more than gains are pleasant (loss aversion) and the marginal value of both gains
and losses decreases with size (diminishing sensitivity). Further, to accommodate the dynamic
nature of intertemporal choice, the model assumes that changing a plan is felt most when it
concerns immediate consumption.
A key ingredient of this framework is the endogenous formation of the reference point, i.e. the
planned level of consumption. Two criteria jointly determine a plan. To start, consumers cannot
make plans to which they cannot commit. In addition, out of all ‘personal equilibrium’ plans
that satisfy this criterium, the consumer chooses the plan that optimizes utility. This so-called
‘preferred personal equilibrium’ (PPE) is a unique plan for consumption and fully determines the
consumer’s reference point. This specification of the reference point addresses a major weakness
of most other applications of prospect theory. Those applications leave many degrees of freedom
with respect to the reference point, weakening the empirical verifiability of the theory outside the
laboratory (Barberis, 2012). The endogenous PPE makes stronger predictions.
My framework di↵ers from KR in one important respect. While KR assume that consumers
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are not liquidity-constrained, the model in this study assumes that consumers have no access
to credit. This contribution to the literature yields two main findings. First, I will show that
reference-dependent and reference-independent consumption plans are often observationally
equivalent when consumers face a liquidity constraint. The liquidity constraint binds both
reference-dependent and reference-independent consumers with low levels of income in early
periods to hand-to-mouth consumption plans. Second, to our surprise, the liquidity constraint
might induce reference-dependent consumers to save more than reference-independent consumers
would save - even though they would save less than reference-independent consumers in a context
of perfect financial markets.
I provide two examples of this anomaly. One analysis focuses on deterministic income.
When consumers by surprise lose income on hand so that they have to give up their plans for
the early period, they may keep saving to carry through their future plans. In other words, they
‘take their loss’ and ‘move on’. If also future income is reduced, a consumer might even save
more than planned, only to avoid future losses. By diminishing sensitivity, or convex loss utility,
the marginal value from giving up more consumption in the early period is then relatively low.
Concentrating the full loss in the early period is optimal. Conversely, reference-independent
consumers with concave utility will spread the loss and dissave after a reduction in early income.
Thus, while a reference-independent consumer would save less, a negative shock to disposable
income might induce a reference-dependent consumer to save more. This result is opposite
to KR’s result that reference-independent consumers able to borrow save more, not less, than
reference-dependent consumers.
A second analysis concerns the case where consumers earn stochastic income with risk
resolved just prior to consumption. In other words, when making their plans, consumers do not
know how much they will earn yet, but they will know at the time of the consumption-savings
decision. KR show that without liquidity constraints, reference-dependent consumers save strictly
less than reference-independent consumers. This study however finds the opposite for consumers
facing a liquidity constraint. These consumers anticipate that if they earn relatively little in early
periods, they will be unable to smooth consumption. Early consumption will then be below future
consumption. This raises the expected level of future consumption. To meet these expectations, a
consumer might save more than a reference-independent consumer would save.
In sum, for liquidity-constrained consumers, reference-dependence may well increase rather
than decrease the optimal level of savings. Both when consumers - to their surprise - lose
deterministic income in early periods and when consumers earn stochastic income, the liquidity
constraint has a positive e↵ect on savings. Liquidity constraints can shatter plans regarding immediate consumption, while plans regarding future consumption remain feasible. This motivates
them to save and avoid future losses. Combined, imperfect financial markets and prospect theory
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yield behavior that the two models cannot predict separately.
On a final note, the study aims to show existence of this savings anomaly, not to characterize
the full range of reference-dependent consumption plans in a context of liquidity constraints.
Parameters exist for which plans do not di↵er from predictions by either KR or referenceindependent models, but describing behavior in the full parameter space is beyond the scope of
this study. The key point here is that liquidity constraints might qualitatively alter the theoretical
predictions of reference-dependent consumption models. This is important to keep in mind when
trying to predict savings behavior under prospect theory, or when testing empirically whether
consumption-savings patterns are reference-dependent.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The next section presents a deterministic
model for reference-dependent consumption plans. Section 2.3 predicts consumption plans within
this framework when decision-makers face liquidity constraints. Section 2.4 investigates the
response to surprises regarding deterministic income. Section 2.5 generalizes the findings to
stochastic consumption plans. Section 2.6 concludes.

2.2

Model: The Deterministic Case

This section presents a two-period framework with reference-dependent preferences in a context
of liquidity constraints and describes how KR solve the optimization problem for consumers
without a binding liquidity constraint. In both periods, consumers earn deterministic income.
In the first period, they choose how much to consume immediately and how much to save
for consumption in the second period.2 Consumers cannot borrow. They derive utility from
consumption but also from gains and losses relative to prior consumption plans. Their plans
optimize utility, subject to the condition that the consumer is able to carry through this plan.
Formally, in periods t 2 {1, 2}, a consumer earns deterministic income yt and consumes ct
subject to the following budget and borrowing constraints:
c1 + c2 = y1 + y2 and c1  y1 ,

(2.1)

where both consumption and income are in real terms. Total income over the life-cycle, y1 + y2 ,
is divided over consumption in period 1, c1 , and consumption in period 2, c2 . In case of perfect
smoothing, consumption in both periods equals average income ȳ ⌘ (y1 + y2 )/2. The consumer
can save through a risk-free asset with zero returns.3 However, in contrast to KR, the consumer
2

The two-period framework covers the main dynamics of the model. A longer time horizon would not generate
additional insights and be computationally very intense. Because plans are endogenous, every additional time period
increases the dimension of the problem exponentially.
3
I focus on a bu↵er stock here, not on productive assets for which returns are more likely to be positive in a
context of imperfect financial markets.
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cannot borrow, c1  y1 , to reflect the finding that a majority of the poor have limited access to
formal credit.4
2.2.1 Preferences
The main di↵erence with canonical models for consumption-saving decisions in imperfect
financial markets (e.g. Deaton, 1991; Carroll, 1997) is that preferences are reference-dependent.
Consumers derive utility not only from consumption itself, but also from gains and losses relative
to prior consumption plans.5
If m(ct ) represents consumption utility and µ(·) gain-loss utility, a consumer’s total lifetime
utility evaluated in period 1 is defined as:
U1 (c1 ; b1 ) ⌘ m(c1 ) + µ (m(c1 )
with c2 = y1 + y2

m(b1 )) + µ (m(c2 )
c1 and b2 = y1 + y2

m(b2 )) + m(c2 )

(2.2)

b1

where bt indicates how much a consumer planned to consume in period t and the definitions for
c2 and b2 are implied by the budget constraint in (2.1). A loss occurs when bt > ct , and bt < ct
entails a gain. The utility weight of changing future plans, i.e. the weight on prospective gain-loss
utility, is . Changes in prospective plans a↵ect utility as soon as the consumer learns about them,
at t = 1. Future consumption itself a↵ects utility not until period 2. Therefore, only prospective
gain-loss utility receives weight , not consumption utility m(c2 ). To focus the analysis on the
trade-o↵ between changes in plans regarding future versus immediate consumption, consumers
do not discount future consumption itself.6
Consumption utility m(ct ) is increasing and concave for all ct and satisfies the Inada conditions,
limc#0 m0 (c) = 1 and limc"1 m0 (c) = 0. This standard specification ensures that referenceindependent preferences are nested within the model, which has two benefits (Barberis, 2012).
First, it is unlikely that absolute levels of consumption do not matter at all. Consumption utility
captures well-being from these absolute consumption levels. Second, by including consumption
utility, the model allows analyzing whether the additional degrees of freedom created by referencedependence are necessary to describe consumption. Ultimately, the question is not whether we
4

Alternatively, one could model financial market imperfections as credit available only at a very high e↵ective
interest rate, so that consumers find it too expensive to use. Most likely, results will be robust to this assumption but
hold for a smaller set in the parameter space.
5
Starting from Ryder and Heal (1973), the literature has studied habits as an alternative way to model reference
points. Habit formation was formally integrated in prospect theory by Bowman et al. (1999). An advantage of beliefsbased preferences over endogenous habits is that expectations are on average not too far o↵ actual consumption,
while habits will generally be lower than actual consumption. This is because consumers will plan for increasing
consumption paths, and for a forward-looking consumer, the expected level of consumption will exceed the reference
point (Barberis, 2012).
6
Deaton (1991) uses discounting to be able to define a solution to the optimization problem when the time
horizon is infinite. In the two-period framework presented here, a solution exists even when there is no discounting.
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should replace consumption utility by gain-loss utility, but whether the additional parameters in
gain-loss utility predict behavior significantly better than consumption utility can do by itself.
Gain-loss utility µ(·) is the standard gain-loss utility function often used in prospect theory.
The function µ(x) is continuous for all x, twice di↵erentiable for all x , 0 and gain-loss utility
from neutral outcomes, x = 0, is normalized to zero, µ(0) = 0. In addition, gain-loss utility
satisfies the following properties:
(A1) µ(x) is strictly increasing.
(A2) If y > x

0, then µ(y) + µ( y) < µ(x) + µ( x).

(A3) µ0 /µ0+ ⌘

> 1, where µ0+ ⌘ lim x#0 µ0 (x) and µ0 ⌘ lim x"0 µ0 (x).

(A4) µ00 (x)  0 and µ00 ( x)

0 for x > 0.

Assumption (A1) simply says that ‘higher gains are better’. Assumptions (A2) and (A3) imply
loss aversion for large and small stakes, respectively, i.e. losses are more painful than gains are
pleasant. Assumption (A4) implies diminishing sensitivity, meaning that an additional gain is
less pleasant as more has already been gained, and an additional loss hurts less as more has been
lost. In other words, the marginal value of gains and losses decreases in size.
Diminishing sensitivity towards losses explains one of the main results. Let the second
derivative of µ(x) for an infinitesimal loss x < 0 be µ00 ⌘ lim x"0 µ00 (x). Given a consumption level
c, the degree of diminishing sensitivity towards this type of loss and the degree of absolute risk
aversion in consumption utility, DS (c) and ARA(c) respectively, are:
µ00 m0 (c)
DS (c) ⌘
, ARA(c) ⌘
1 + µ0

m00 (c)
8c>0
m0 (c)

where diminishing sensitivity includes marginal consumption utility because m(c) enters gain-loss
utility in Equation (2.2).7
Controversy exists around the question whether utility for losses is indeed convex (see for
instance the debate in Levy and Levy, 2002; Wakker, 2003). To isolate the e↵ect of loss aversion
by itself, some analyses will assume that there is no diminishing sensitivity to either gains or
losses, and that gain-loss utility is piecewise linear:
8
>
>
>
<⌘x 8 x 0
00
(A4’) µ (x) = 0 8 x , 0 with µ(x) = >
>
>
:⌘ x 8 x < 0
7

This definition of diminishing sensitivity is not standard in the literature, but is notationally the most convenient
definition in the KR framework.
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where ⌘ can be interpreted as the weight attached to gain-loss utility, and is the degree of loss
aversion.
The preference structure in this study builds on two stylized facts from the experimental
literature. One stylized fact is that consumers evaluate outcomes relative to beliefs held before
consumption. The model assumes that actual consumption utility is compared to planned
consumption utility. Although to my knowledge no study examines the e↵ect of prior beliefs on
intertemporal consumption, a number of studies on e↵ort provision and trading decisions support
Kőszegi and Rabin (2006)’s idea that previously held beliefs matter.
Regarding e↵ort provision, in a laboratory experiment where participants had to decide
themselves when to stop working on a tedious task, Abeler et al. (2011) paid either a fixed fee
or a piece rate for every correct answer in the task. Participants knew they could receive either
type of payment by chance. The study manipulated rational expectations by varying the fixed
payo↵, and found that an increase in expected earnings resulted in higher e↵ort. While neither
reference-independent utility nor status quo models can make this prediction, it is consistent with
an expectations-based reference point. Crawford and Meng (2011) provide empirical support for
a similar theory using New York City taxi drivers’ labor supply.
Also trading decisions in exchange experiments are consistent with the KR framework.
Ownership of a good typically increases a participant’s valuation of that good, meaning that the
price at which participants are willing to sell an item is higher than the price that buyers are
willing to pay. In Ericson and Fuster (2011), even the probability of being allowed to trade or
obtain an item a↵ected the valuation of that item. This ‘stochastic’ endowment e↵ect cannot be
explained by reference-independence or status quo models. Rather, it suggests that expectations
held before the trading decision drive decisions. Further, Genesove and Mayer (2001) find that
conditional on expected selling price, sellers of Boston condominiums asked on average higher
prices when they had purchased it at a higher price. A likely interpretation is that they planned to
sell for at least the original purchase price. Loss averse sellers will experience disutility from
giving up this plan. They might therefore be reluctant to sell at a lower price, again consistent
with the KR theory that beliefs held prior to consumption matter.
A second stylized fact related to the preference structure is that consumers value information
about future consumption. In a number of laboratory experiments, behavior is consistent with
the theory that the timing and frequency of information determines well-being. For instance,
Gneezy and Potters (1997) and Bellemare et al. (2005) provide evidence of myopic loss aversion,
meaning that participants bet significantly less in treatments with higher feedback frequency. Most
theoretical applications of prospect theory, including Kőszegi and Rabin (2006), nevertheless
assume that information about future consumption does not a↵ect utility, i.e. = 0 in Equation
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(2.2).8 Since this seems implausible when studying intertemporal consumption plans, I include
‘prospective’ gain-loss utility from changing future plans, as in Kőszegi and Rabin (2009). Most
likely, these prospective gains and losses receive less weight than immediate gains and losses so
that < 1.
2.2.2 Planning constraint: Personal Equilibrium
An important building block of the model specifies how consumers make initial plans. To start, a
consumer can only make plans that she is committed to carry through. Otherwise, she could set
overly pessimistic plans and ‘surprise’ herself with windfall utility from higher consumption. For
instance, by planning to consume nothing, any level of consumption would entail a gain relative
to the initial plan. To my knowledge, there is no evidence of such pessimism in the literature.9
KR call plans satisfying this condition a ‘personal equilibrium’. In the deterministic model
with two periods, the condition implies that the planned consumption level equals actual consumption. If it is optimal in period 1 to consume c1 , b1 , then the consumer is not committed to
carry through her initial plan b1 . A personal equilibrium rules out such dynamic inconsistency.
The next definition formalizes this equilibrium concept.
Personal Equilibrium A personal equilibrium plan b1PE 2 PE solves
max U1 (c1 ; b1 )

(2.3)

c⇤ (b1 ) ⌘ arg max U1 (c1 ; b1 ) satisfies c⇤ (b1 ) = b1

(2.4)

c1 y1

c1 y1

In words, a personal equilibrium plan optimizes total lifetime utility in period 1, as defined in
Equation (2.2), subject to the borrowing constraint in Equation (2.1), and is consistent with a
consumer’s initial plan, c⇤ (b1 ) = b1 . This also means that any personal equilibrium plan b1PE 2 PE
satisfies the borrowing constraint, b1PE  y1 .
The personal equilibrium condition in (2.4) constrains plans in two ways. On the one hand, in
a personal equilibrium, consuming less than the planned level is suboptimal. Consuming c1 < b1
would not only yield a period-1 loss, but also a period-2 gain, c2 > b2 , by the budget constraint.
Condition (2.4) therefore implies that marginal lifetime utility U 0 (c1 ; b1 ) for an infinitesimal loss
" < 0 in period 1 and an equally sized gain in period 2 is non-negative:
lim U10 (b1 + "; b1 )
""0

8

0 , m0 (b1 )(1 + ⌘ )

m0 (b2 )(1 + ⌘)

(2.5)

There is no discounting of consumption utility. Thus, if = 0, future consumption levels still matter; only utility
from changes in future consumption plans carries weight .
9
In fact, consumers are often thought to be too overconfident (for a review of the literature, see Caliendo and
Huang, 2008)
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where ⌘ ⌘ µ0 and ⌘ ⌘ µ0+ are the derivatives of loss utility and gains utility, respectively, in the
limit where consumption equals the reference point.
On the other hand, in a personal equilibrium, consuming more than the planned level is also
suboptimal. This would result in a period-1 gain, c1 > b1 , and a period-2 loss, c2 < b2 . Marginal
lifetime utility U 0 (c1 ; b1 ) for an infinitesimal gain " > 0 in period 1 and an equally sized loss in
period 2 should be non-positive:10
lim U10 (b1 + "; b1 )  0 8 b1 < y1 ,
"#0

m0 (b1 )(1 + ⌘)

m0 (b2 )(1 + ⌘ ) 8 b1 < y1

(2.6)

If the liquidity constraint is binding and y1 = b1 , a consumer unable to borrow cannot increase
consumption above the planned level. Constraint (2.6) hence only applies to plans b1 < y1 .
Figure 2.1 illustrates how the two personal equilibrium conditions in (2.5) and (2.6) restrict a
consumer’s plans in the absence of liquidity constraints. The vertical axis indicates the optimal
level of period-1 consumption solving (2.3), c⇤ (b1 ). This optimum will depend on a consumer’s
initial plan, b1 , which is indicated on the horizontal axis.
The optimum c⇤ (b1 ) is a personal equilibrium if and only if it equals the planned level b1
on the horizontal axis. In other words, in a personal equilibrium, the argument that optimizes
U1 (c1 ; b1 ) intersects the 45-degree line. At low levels of planned consumption, b1 < b1PE , the
figure does not satisfy the personal equilibrium condition (2.6). It is optimal to consume more
than the planned level, c⇤ (b1 ) > b1 , so that the consumer will not carry through her prior plan.
Likewise, at high levels of planned consumption, b1 > b̄1PE , the optimal level of consumption does
not satisfy (2.5) and is below the 45-degree line. Consumption is less than planned, c⇤ (b1 ) < b1 .
Only in the segment where the optimal level of consumption is equal to the planned level,
b1 2 [b1PE , b̄1PE ], both personal equilibrium conditions, Constraints (2.5) and (2.6), are satisfied.
This range represents the set of personal equilibrium plans if consumers do not face a binding
liquidity constraint.
The set of personal equilibrium plans in Figure 2.1 is non-empty and convex. This is not only
true for this example but holds in general since b1PE is lower than b̄1PE . The first parameter, b1PE ,
i.e. the minimum level of b1 for which c⇤ (b1 )  b1 , is defined such that the constraint in (2.6)
holds with equality:
m0 (b1PE )(1 + ⌘) = m0 (b2PE )(1 + ⌘ ), where b2PE = y1 + y2

10

b1PE

Gain-loss utility is not strictly concave under Assumption (A4). By Assumption (A2), a consumer is loss averse
for large stakes, which ensures that the marginal analysis in Conditions (2.5) and (2.6) is sufficient.
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Figure 2.1: Example of a personal equilibrium.
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Likewise, b̄1PE , i.e. the maximum level of b1 for which c⇤ (b1 )
constraint in (2.5) holds with equality:

b1 , is defined such that the

m0 (b̄1PE )(1 + ⌘ ) = m0 (b̄2PE )(1 + ⌘)
Since consumers are loss averse, > 1, the left-hand terms in these two equations satisfy
m0 (c)(1 + ⌘) < m0 (c)(1 + ⌘ ) and the right-hand terms satisfy m0 (c)(1 + ⌘ ) > m0 (c)(1 + ⌘). By
concavity, m00 (c) < 0, the thresholds defined in these equations are such that b1PE < b̄1PE . This is
sufficient for the existence of a convex set of personal equilibrium plans.
2.2.3 Solution concept: Preferred Personal Equilibrium (PPE)
Although a personal equilibrium exists, there is not necessarily a unique personal equilibrium
plan. To eliminate the remaining degrees of freedom, KR restrict the solution to a so-called
‘preferred personal equilibrium’ (PPE). In a two-period application, the PPE is defined as the
personal equilibrium that optimizes ‘ex-ante utility’ U0 (c1 ), i.e. lifetime utility evaluated at t = 0.
Period 0 is an initial period in which a consumer with perfect foresight of future incomes
y1 , y2 and consumption c1 , c2 makes her plans b1 , b2 . In this period, the consumer optimizes
ex-ante utility, defined as U0 (b1 ) = m(b1 ) + m(y1 + y2 b1 ). Since the personal equilibrium
conditions ensure that the consumer will carry through her initial plan, she does not anticipate
gains and losses at this stage. Therefore, gain-loss utility does not enter ex-ante utility U0 (b1 ),
and a preferred personal equilibrium is defined as follows:
Preferred personal equilibrium (PPE) A preferred personal equilibrium b1PPE 2 PE solves
max U0 (b1 ) ⌘ max m(b1 ) + m(y1 + y2

b1 2PE

b1 2PE

b1 )

(2.7)

Figure 2.2 illustrates how to find the preferred personal equilibrium, continuing the previous
example. The figure draws ex-ante utility, U0 (b1 ), as a function of the initial plan for period-1
consumption, b1 , and highlights the same range of personal equilibrium plans as Figure 2.1. The
personal equilibrium plan b1PPE optimizes ex-ante utility U0 (b1 ) and is therefore the preferred
personal equilibrium. Without discounting, returns on savings and income risk, this plan smooths
consumption perfectly, b1PPE = ȳ.
In the previous example, neither of the personal equilibrium constraints are binding because
the level that optimizes U0 (b1 ) is a personal equilibrium, ȳ 2 [b1PE , b̄1PE ]. Condition (2.5) is always
satisfied when consumption equals average income, c1 = ȳ:
m0 (ȳ)(1 + ⌘ )
because consumers are loss averse,

m0 (ȳ)(1 + ⌘)

> 1, and attach more value to changes in plans regarding
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Figure 2.2: Example of a preferred personal equilibrium.
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immediate consumption, < 1. Therefore, the consumption level associated with perfect
smoothing is strictly below the maximum personal equilibrium level, ȳ < b̄1PE .
However, Condition (2.6) is satisfied if and only if:
m0 (ȳ)(1 + ⌘)  m0 (ȳ)(1 + ⌘ ) ,

1

This means that the consumption level associated with perfect smoothing is above the minimum
personal equilibrium level, ȳ b1PE , if and only if
1/ .
As a result, Condition (2.6) identifies two consumer types. On the one hand, if
1/ , the
PE
minimum level of consumption in a personal equilibrium satisfies b1  ȳ, as in Figure 2.2. This
consumer attaches relatively high weight to prospective losses. On the other hand, if < 1/ , the
consumer attaches less weight to news about the future and the minimum personal equilibrium
plan satisfies b1PE > ȳ. Figure 2.3 illustrates the solution for this type. The top chart shows that a
consumer planning b1 = ȳ, the level that optimizes U0 (b1 ), has an incentive to consume more in
period 1, c⇤ (b1 ) > ȳ. The plan that is optimal ex-ante is hence not optimal ex-post, at t = 1, and is
therefore not a personal equilibrium solution. The set of personal equilibrium plans is associated
with higher levels of period-1 consumption. The bottom chart shows that from these plans, the
preferred personal equilibrium optimizes ex-ante utility, b1PPE = b1PE .
To summarize, in the absence of a binding liquidity constraint, plans satisfy b1PPE = max{ȳ, b1PE }.
Whether the consumer will smooth perfectly, b1PPE = ȳ, depends on the weight that a consumer
attaches to future losses, i.e. whether
1/ . By convexity of the personal equilibrium set and
concavity of ex-ante utility, a unique PPE solution exists. This solution concept perhaps requires
too much sophistication on part of the consumer, but also eliminates any degrees of freedom
associated with reference points, which have long troubled empirical applications of prospect
theory (Barberis, 2012).11

2.3

Liquidity-constrained consumption plans

This section characterizes the preferred personal equilibrium when consumers face a liquidity
constraint. I show that reference-dependent and reference-independent consumption plans are
observationally equivalent. The PPE characterization mainly serves as a stepping stone to the
next section, where the interaction of reference-dependent preferences and liquidity constraints
has more pronounced e↵ects.
Liquidity constraints restrict the set of feasible personal equilibrium plans. Specifically,
11

Alternatives to the PPE concept that also pin down one solution do exist, and these require less sophistication.
In many cases, these alternatives yield similar predictions as the PPE (see the web appendix in Kőszegi and Rabin,
2009).
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Figure 2.3: The preferred personal equilibrium: Low weight of future losses.
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because consumption under liquidity constraints can never exceed first-period income, c1  y1 , a
personal equilibrium plan will also have to satisfy this condition, meaning that b1  y1 for all
b1 2 PE. Thus,
h
i
b1 2 PE , b1 2 min{y1 , b1PE }, min{y1 , b̄1PE

where b1PE and b̄1PE are defined in the same way as in Section 2.2, with b1PE < b̄1PE .
A consumer with relatively high period-1 income, y1 max{ȳ, b1PE }, is able to carry through
the preferred personal equilibrium plan derived in the previous section for consumers without
liquidity constraints. This makes it the preferred personal equilibrium also for consumers unable
to borrow but with relatively high income on hand. Thus, when the liquidity constraint is not
binding, the solution remains b1PPE = max{ȳ, b1PE }.
However, if consumers have relatively low income in period 1, y1 < max{ȳ, b1PE }, the liquidity
constraint becomes binding. For these consumers, the preferred personal equilibrium in the
absence of a liquidity constraint is no longer feasible. Consuming max{ȳ, b1PE } is therefore not a
personal equilibrium, and income on hand, y1 , is the preferred personal equilibrium instead.
To see this, note that, it is suboptimal to reduce consumption relative to the plan to consume
y1 by Condition (2.5), since y1 < max{ȳ, b1PE } < b̄1PE . Income on hand is lower than the threshold
plan, b̄1PE , at which the consumer is willing to give up immediate plans in order to increase future
consumption. In addition, Condition (2.6) does not apply because consuming more than y1 would
entail borrowing. Thus, consuming y1 is a personal equilibrium plan.
For both types, it is also the preferred personal equilibrium. If the consumer attaches relatively
high value to prospective gain-loss utility,
1/ , average income satisfies ȳ > b1PE . A range
of personal equilibrium plans b1 2 [b1PE , y1 ] might exist, but y1 is the personal equilibrium plan
that optimizes ex-ante utility U0 (b1 ). This is because any plan b1 2 PE satisfies the liquidity
constraint, and because ex-ante utility is strictly concave and increasing for all b1  y1 < ȳ.
If < 1/ , a consumer deviates from all plans b1 , y1 , b1 < b1PE , where b1PE > ȳ. The plan to
consume y1 is a unique personal equilibrium plan, making it the preferred personal equilibrium
as well, b1PPE = y1 . By Condition (2.6), any lower level of planned consumption b1 < y1 is not a
personal equilibrium because y1 < max{ȳ, b1PE } = b1PE , and so the consumer will be tempted to
deviate from any plan b1 < y1 .
Figure 2.4 illustrates an example for the latter consumer type, assuming that income satisfies
y1 < ȳ. The solid line in the figure represents ex-ante utility, U0 (b1 ), as a function of the plan for
period-1 consumption, b1 . The dashed line represents ex-post utility at t = 1 given the plan to
consume b1 = y1 , U1 (c1 ; y1 ), in period 1. Marginal utility at t = 1 is strictly increasing, meaning
that the optimal level of consumption exceeds y1 , but these levels are not feasible by the liquidity
constraint. Consuming income on hand, b1 = y1 , is a unique personal equilibrium and hence also
the preferred personal equilibrium.
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Figure 2.4: Liquidity-constrained preferred personal equilibrium: Example (1).
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If < 1/ and the consumer attaches low weight to prospective gain-loss utility, the liquidity
constraint can be binding even when y1 > ȳ. Figure 2.5 illustrates this case. Consuming ȳ in both
periods is not a personal equilibrium because ȳ < b1PE . Since also y1 < b1PE , utility is increasing
at b1 = y1 . It would again be optimal to consume more, but this is not feasible due to the liquidity
constraint. Instead of consuming b1PE , like an unconstrained consumer with reference-dependent
preferences would do, or consuming ȳ, the reference-independent optimum, the constrained
consumer plans for b1PPE = y1 .
Thus, for all y1 < max{ȳ, b1PE }, the preferred personal equilibrium plan is to consume income
on hand in period 1, b1PPE = y1 . Proposition 2.1 and the associated proof in Appendix 2.A
summarize this result.
PROPOSITION 2.1 Let b1PPE be the PPE when the consumer earns (y1 , y2 ). This PPE is
continuous, nondecreasing in y1 , y2 , and satisfies:

where b1PE > ȳ if and only if

n
o
b1PPE = min y1 , max{ȳ, b1PE }

(2.8)

< 1/ is defined implicitly by:

m0 (b1PE )(1 + ⌘) = m0 (y1 + y2

b1PE )(1 + ⌘ )

(2.9)

In words, both consumer types plan to live hand-to-mouth for low levels of wealth-on-hand,
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Figure 2.5: Liquidity-constrained preferred personal equilibrium: Example (2).
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y1 < max{ȳ, b1PE }. They consume their early income y1 in period 1 and future income y2 in period
2. These consumers face a binding liquidity constraint. But when y1 max{ȳ, b1PE }, plans depend
on the weight attached to prospective gain-loss utility, , and the degree of loss aversion, . If
1/ , a consumer attaches relatively high weight to prospective losses, and consumption
plans are perfectly smooth, b1PPE = ȳ. Otherwise, consumption is higher in the early period,
b1PPE = b1PE > ȳ.
Proposition 2.1 shows that in the context of a liquidity constraint, reference-dependent plans
are observationally equivalent to the reference-independent optimum. Also when preferences
are reference-independent, consumption equals income on hand at low levels of y1 . At higher
levels of income on hand, the liquidity constraint is no longer binding and consumption is
increasing with both early income and future income. The only di↵erence will be the level of
early income at which the consumer switches regime. Qualitatively, reference-dependent and
reference-independent consumption plans do not di↵er substantially.

2.4

Surprise shocks to deterministic income

Reference-dependence might a↵ect consumption patterns when the consumer’s initial belief
about income turns out to be incorrect. In that case, it is optimal to change plans in period 1,
but deviations from initial plans yield gain-loss utility and might therefore a↵ect plan revisions.
Reference-independent consumers on the other hand do not experience gain-loss utility from
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changing plans. Their consumption will not be influenced by initial beliefs. Surprises regarding
wealth may hence a↵ect consumption di↵erently, depending on whether preferences are referencedependent or reference-independent. This section analyzes how.
Suppose that a consumer believes at t = 0 that she will earn (y1 , y2 ) and plans to consume
PPE
b1 in period 1, as summarized in Proposition 2.1. At t = 1, she however learns that she will
earn (y01 , y02 ) instead, with y1 + y2 y01 y02 ⌘ . Consumption in period 1 will now solve
max0 m(c1 ) + µ(m(c1 )
c1 y1

where c2 = y01 + y02

m(b1PPE )) + µ(m(c2 )

m(b2PPE )) + m(c2 )

c1 and b2PPE = y1 + y2

(2.10)

b1PPE

The consumer faces a new budget constraint c1 + c2 = y01 + y02 and a new borrowing constraint
c1  y01 . Because she did not plan to earn (y01 , y02 ), the personal equilibrium conditions are not
necessarily satisfied.
2.4.1 No diminishing sensitivity
The section first describes how loss aversion a↵ects the response to these shocks, assuming
(A4’), i.e. marginal gain-loss utility is linear. Preferences do not satisfy diminishing sensitivity
in this case. The second part will analyze the response to income losses assuming diminishing
sensitivity, i.e. Assumption (A4). Reference-dependence can then induce consumers to save more
when they face liquidity constraints, while they would save less without liquidity constraint.
No binding liquidity constraint
Kőszegi and Rabin (2009) show that without liquidity constraints, the response to this type of
income shock is asymmetric. If surprise changes are not too large, income gains > 0 are fully
consumed in period 1 but income losses < 0 are delayed until period 2. To derive this result,
first consider a consumer who experiences a windfall, > 0. She can consume more than planned
for in either the first period or the second period without giving up the plan for the other period, so
she can avoid incurring loss-utility. She can also decide to spread the gain, creating gains-utility
in both periods. In that case, the first-order derivative U10 (c1 , b1PPE ) of the objective function in
(2.10) becomes:12
m0 (c1 )(1 + ⌘) m0 (y01 + y02 c1 )(1 + ⌘)
(2.11)
The first term is the marginal utility of a period-1 gain. The second term is the marginal utility of
a period-2 gain. A consumer can avoid losses, and a loss averse consumer will do so, which is
12

Kőszegi and Rabin (2009) formally derive this result only under Assumption (A4’), which states there is no
diminishing sensitivity, but their findings generalize to the case with diminishing sensitivity, Assumption (A4), as
long as consumers face no liquidity constraints.
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why does not enter this last term.
For infinitesimal windfalls, Equation (2.11) is strictly positive both if
1/ and changes
in future plans weigh heavy, and if < 1/ , if changes in future plans carry a relatively low
decision weight. In the first case,
1/ , the planned level of consumption is b1PPE = ȳ. The first
derivative in Equation (2.11) with consumption evaluated in the reference point, c1 = b1PPE = ȳ,
is:13
m0 (ȳ)(1 + ⌘) m0 (ȳ)(1 + ⌘) = m0 (ȳ)⌘(1
)>08 <1
In the second case, < 1/ , the preferred personal equilibrium plan is to consume b1PPE = b1PE .
Also in this case, the first derivative is strictly positive because
m0 (b1PE )(1 + ⌘) = m0 (y1 + y2

b1PE )(1 + ⌘ ) > m0 (y1 + y2

b1PE )(1 + ⌘)

where the equality follows from the implicit definition of b1PE and the inequality holds for all
> 1. For both consumer types with
1/ and < 1/ , an increase in period-1 consumption
c1 yields higher marginal utility than an increase in period-2 consumption c2 . Therefore, small
surprise gains are concentrated in the first period, c1 = and c2 = 0.
By a similar argument, small income losses < 0 are deferred to period 2, so that c1 = 0
and c2 = . The consumer has to decide how much of the loss to consume in period 1 and
how much in period 2. She will not increase consumption above the reference point in one
period and experience gains utility. Thus, in both periods, utility is evaluated in the loss domain.
For infinitesimal surprise losses, the first derivative of the objective in Equation (2.10) with
consumption evaluated in the preferred personal equilibrium, c1 = b1PPE , is:
m0 (b1PPE )(1 + ⌘ )
where the inequality holds both if

m0 (y1 + y2

b1PPE )(1 + ⌘ ) > 0

1/ since then b1PPE = ȳ and

m0 (ȳ)(1 + ⌘ ) > m(ȳ)(1 + ⌘ ) 8
and if

< 1,

< 1/ , since then b1PPE = b1PE and
m0 (b1PE )(1 + ⌘ ) > m0 (b1PE )(1 + ⌘) = m0 (b2PE )(1 + ⌘ )

The inequality follows from > 1. The equality follows from the implicit definition of b1PE . Thus,
for both consumer types, the marginal utility of decreasing period-1 losses exceeds the marginal
13

The analysis considers whether the consumer incurs a gain, with marginal gain-loss utility ⌘, separately from the
case where she incurs a loss, with marginal gain-loss utility ⌘ . Because marginal consumption utility is continuous,
there is no need to further use limit notation here.
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utility of decreasing period-2 losses. For this reason, the consumer will delay small surprise
losses to the future.
Table 2.1 summarizes the response in period-1 consumption to the unanticipated income
shocks. Panels A and B focus on reference-dependent and reference-independent plans, respectively, both without and with a binding liquidity constraint. For tractability, shocks are sufficiently
small so that a non-binding (binding) liquidity constraint cannot become binding (non-binding).
Without diminishing sensitivity, larger surprise shocks induce responses that are in between the
reference-independent response and the response in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: E↵ect of small surprise shocks to income on consumption c1
Shock at t = 1
1 >0
1 <0

Shock at t = 2
2 >0
2 <0

A. Reference-dependent plans (⌘ > 0)
No binding constraint
Binding constraint
|

c1N |

|

c1B |

1

0

1

1

0

0
0

+

0

2

0

B. Reference-independent plans (⌘ = 0)
No binding constraint
Binding constraint
| c1N |

0.5
1

| c1B |

1

0.5
1

1

0.5
0
+

2

0.5
0

2

+

Notes: | c1N | and | c1B | indicate | c1 | without (N) and with (B) binding liquidity
constraints. The shock t 2 [ , ¯ ], < 0 < ¯ does not a↵ect whether the con-

straint is binding in the new situation. When the constraint becomes non-binding
(from binding) or binding (from non-binding), | c1 | 2 {| c1N |, | c1B |}. The change
in c2 is defined by c2 =

c1 .

The first row in Panel A summarizes the analysis for reference-dependent consumers without
binding liquidity constraint. The consumer concentrates income gains in the early period. Losses
are deferred to the future period, independent of the period in which income is a↵ected. Hence,
without liquidity constraints, the timing of the income shock is irrelevant.
A binding liquidity constraint
Timing becomes important when consumers cannot borrow to either cope with immediate income
losses, y01 < y1 , or spread future income gains, y02 > y2 . The next proposition states how
reference-dependent consumers with a binding liquidity constraint respond to surprise shocks in
income.
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PROPOSITION 2.2 Suppose Assumption (A4’) holds and that at t = 0, a consumer planned
to earn and consume (y1 , y2 ) with y1 < max{ȳ, b1PE }. At t = 1, she learns that she will earn
y01 ⌘ y1 + 1 and y02 ⌘ y2 + 2 . Parameters 1 < 0 < ¯ 1 and 2 < 0 < ¯ 2 exist for which
consumption changes to (y01 , y02 ) for all 1 2 [ 1 , ¯ 1 ] and y2 2 [ 2 , ¯ 2 ].
The second row in Panel A summarizes this result. When the liquidity constraint is binding,
the consumer absorbs income changes in the a↵ected period. She does not respond to income
changes in the other period. Intuitively, because the consumer is liquidity-constrained, she derives
more utility from period-1 consumption than from period-2 consumption. It is optimal to absorb
surprise increases in y1 immediately but delay losses in y2 to period 2. The consumer would
prefer to also delay losses in y1 and absorb gains in y2 immediately, but the liquidity constraint
prevents her from doing so.
This pattern is observationally equivalent to the reference-independent case for consumers
with a binding liquidity constraint in Panel B of Table 2.1. Also these consumers have higher
marginal utility in period 1 than in period 2 and prefer to raise period-1 consumption. Independent
of whether consumers derive value from changing their plans or not, if they are in the binding
regime, they will not save or borrow in response to a sufficiently small income shock. The
liquidity constraint dominates consumers’ response to these surprise changes.
Nevertheless, liquidity constraints a↵ect the response in consumption c di↵erently with and
without reference-dependence. The last lines of Panels A and B, | cN | | cB |, summarize whether
the absolute response | c| to surprise changes y is stronger (+), equal (=) or weaker ( ) without
or with binding liquidity constraint. In Panel A, a binding liquidity constraint does not a↵ect
how reference-dependent consumption responds to increases in wealth-on-hand or reductions
in future income. By contrast, in Panel B, reference-independent consumption responds less to
changes in y1 and more to changes in y2 in the non-binding regime than in the binding regime.
These predictions can be tested empirically.
2.4.2 Surprises regarding income: Diminishing sensitivity
The previous section isolated the role of loss aversion by imposing Assumption (A4’), with
linear gain-loss utility. This section will show that under diminishing sensitivity, Assumption
(A4), reference-dependent and reference-independent responses to surprise losses in early income
are qualitatively di↵erent and strongly depend on the presence of liquidity constraints. More
specifically, consumers for whom the liquidity constraint becomes binding after a surprise loss
in period 1 might decide to keep saving in order to carry through their period-2 plans. Without
reference-dependent preferences, it would be optimal to smooth consumption and dissave in this
case.14
14

The analysis is restricted to the case in which a consumer is initially unconstrained but becomes constrained
following a negative shock to immediate income. I do not cover the full parameter space. Results for cases not
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Figure 2.6: Lifetime utility in c1 after surprise reduction of income,
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Consider the following example in which a consumer who expects to earn ($150, $110). If
1/ , she plans to consume the optimal committed plan, ȳ = $130, in both periods. Prior to
consumption c1 , she however learns that her income is reduced in both periods by 1 = $30 and
2 = $10, so that her income will be ($120, $100). Because she cannot borrow, a period-1 loss is
inevitable, while a period-2 loss can be eliminated by saving $30.
Figure 2.6 plots lifetime utility after the consumer has learned about this wealth shock. Utility
is concave for all c1 < ȳ
1
2 , i.e. c1 < $90, the range in which the consumer experiences a
loss in period 1 and a gain in period 2. For c1 2 (ȳ 1 2 , ȳ), i.e. the range from $90 to $130, she
experiences a loss in both periods and utility is convex. The consumer prefers concentrating the
loss in one period. Because < 1, future losses weigh less than immediate losses and consuming
$130 optimizes utility. But this entails borrowing and is not feasible. Since the consumer cannot
delay the full loss, she decides to take the loss immediately and consumes only $90 in period 1.
Meanwhile, the $30 savings enable her to consume $130 in period 2, as planned.
A necessary condition for the existence of this anomaly is that the convexity of loss utility
dominates the concavity of consumption utility, so that instantaneous utility m(c) + µ(m(c) m(b))
is convex in the range c1 2 (ȳ
1
2 , ȳ). This implies that the marginal lifetime utility of a loss
is decreasing in size. The following lemma writes marginal utility given a loss relative to the
planned consumption level b as ⌦(b, ), and states when marginal utility from any sufficiently
small loss, < ⇤ , is indeed strictly lower than marginal utility from an infinitesimal loss,
m0 (b)(1 + µ0 ).
LEMMA 2.1 Suppose Assumption (A4) holds. If DS (b) > ARA(b), then 9 0 <
presented in this section mostly follow the pattern in Table 2.1 and are available upon request.

⇤

< b such that
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for all 2 (0, ⇤ ),
m0 (b)(1 + µ0+ ) < ⌦(b, ) < m0 (b)(1 + µ0 )
⌦(b, ) ⌘ m0 (b

(2.12)

) 1 + µ0 (m(b

)

m(b))

The condition DS (b) > ARA(b) ensures that if a consumer plans to consume b > 0, diminishing
sensitivity towards losses will dominate absolute risk aversion. As a result, utility will be convex
for consumption levels in the range (b
, b) for surprise losses that are not too large, < ⇤ .
If absolute risk aversion is decreasing in consumption (DARA preferences), and if its analogue
for diminishing sensitivity holds, this condition will be satisfied for sufficiently high levels of
planned consumption, b.
The following proposition uses Lemma 2.1 to formalize the preceding example. The proposition states that if a previously unconstrained consumer loses period-1 income, preventing her
from carrying through her plan regarding immediate consumption, she may decide to take the
full loss in period 1. When also period-2 income is reduced, she will even save more than she
planned for initially in order to eliminate future losses.
PROPOSITION 2.3 Suppose that Assumption (A4) holds with DS (b) > ARA(b) for b > 0,
that at t = 0, the consumer plans to earn (y1 , y2 ) with y1 > y2 and consume b1PPE = ȳ, and learns
0
at t = 1 that she will earn y01 ⌘ y1
0 and 1 > y1 ȳ.
1 and y2 ⌘ y2
2 , with 1 > 2
Parameters ⇤ < 1, ⇤1 > 0 and ⇤ > 0 exist satisfying
⌦(ȳ, ⇤ ) =

⇤

m0 (ȳ)(1 + µ0 )

such that the consumption changes to
c01 = ȳ

1

2

8

2 ( ⇤ , 1),

1

<

⇤
1

and

1

+

2

<

⇤

.

In words, the consumer was planning to consume ȳ < y1 . The immediate income loss, 1 > y1 ȳ,
rules out this plan, but she can still eliminate future losses by consuming ȳ 1 2 . If the surprise
shock is not too large, 1 + 2 < ⇤ , and the consumer attaches relatively high weight to prospective
losses, > ⇤ , she will consume c1 = ȳ
1
2 and carry through her future plans, c2 = ȳ.
This means that she concentrates the full loss in the early period, while a reference-independent
consumer would smooth the loss over the two periods.
This result sharply contrasts the KR prediction that net savers delay income losses to period 2.
Due to the liquidity constraint, net savers may concentrate the full loss in the early period because
their early plans were shattered, and they need to save in order to attain their future plans. The
consumer would have preferred to borrow and delay the entire loss to period 2, but has no access
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to credit. Because she faces a sure loss so that utility is convex and it is optimal to concentrate
the full loss in the early period.15

2.5

Stochastic consumption plans

This section will analyze consumption plans if the possibility of an income change is anticipated.
Specifically, consumers do not know how much they will earn when making their plans, and find
out just before the consumption-savings decision in period 1. I will show that this ex-ante risk
might induce reference-dependent consumers to save more than reference-independent consumers
would save if they face a liquidity constraint. This is opposite to KR’s result that in a context of
perfect financial markets, the ex-ante risk induces reference-dependent consumers to save less
than reference-independent consumers.16
Henceforth, consumers’ disposable income in period t, Yt , is IID with a cumulative distribution
F(·) and density f (·). Capitals Yt refer to the stochastic variable before the realization of the risk,
and small cases yt represent realized values. Shocks in Yt may for instance reflect temporary
price shocks, unpredictable expenditures or income shocks. Both bu↵er stock models and the KR
framework model risk in this way. To stay close to this literature, this study does not analyze
other types of risk in for instance on assets or capital income.17
Assume that at t = 0, when making her plans, the consumer only knows the distribution
of income in periods t 2 {1, 2}. Let {Y1 , Y2 } summarize the stochastic income level before the
realization of risk. The consumption plan made at t = 0 is represented by a distribution of
beliefs, B1 (·), i.e. a contingency plan in which B1 (y) is defined as the period-1 consumption level
given realized incomes y = {y1 , y2 }. Consumption in period 2 is again determined by the budget
constraint, B2 (y) = y1 + y2 B1 (y). Unlike the previous section, at t = 0, the decision-maker has
no perfect foresight, only rational expectations, about c1 and c2 .
To isolate the e↵ect of ex-ante risk, the model assumes that both period-1 and period-2 income
risk is resolved at t = 1. Once the consumer knows how much she earns in both periods, she
15

Under Assumption (A4’), without diminishing sensitivity, a consumer will reduce savings if b1PPE = y1 . A proof
is available upon request.
16
I do not discuss the e↵ect of risk resolved in period 2. KR show that without liquidity constraints, period-2
income risk induces precautionary savings. In contrast to bu↵er stock models (Deaton, 1991; Carroll, 1997), this is
not because consumers are prudent, resulting in a second-order savings motive, but because they are loss averse,
creating a first-order savings motive. Introducing liquidity constraints would not yield new insights here. As in
the deterministic case, consumption at relatively low levels of period-1 income is hand-to-mouth. This result is
qualitatively similar to predictions by the bu↵er stock model with reference-independent preferences and a liquidity
constraint.
17
This is not without loss of generality. In expected utility frameworks, prudent consumers (i.e. with convex
marginal consumption utility) have a precautionary motive to save. These precautionary savings are a self-insurance
strategy to cope with income risk. They require the availability of a risk-free bu↵er stock. When asset or capital
income risk dominates risk in income Yt , a mean-preserving spread of risk induces consumers to save less rather
than more (Gunning, 2010).
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decides how much to consume in period 1 and how much to save for period-2 consumption,
subject to the budget constraint, c1 + c2 = y1 + y2 , and the borrowing constraint, c1  y1 . She now
knows she will consume c1 and c2 with certainty, while she planned for a distribution B1 (·) and
B2 (·). Comparing c1 with B1 (·) and c2 with B2 (·) will create contemporaneous and prospective
gain-loss utility, respectively. Since at t = 1 she has perfect foresight about period-2 consumption,
she will not have to change her plans and does not experience gain-loss utility in the final period.
Gain-loss utility from changing a plan is defined as:
N(c; B(·)) =

Z

µ(m(c)

m(B(Y)))dF(Y)

(2.13)

and I apply Assumption (A4’), so that µ(x) = ⌘x for x 0 and µ(x) = ⌘ x for x < 0. Income
realizations that are more likely receive a higher utility weight, since N(c; B(·)) integrates gain-loss
utility over the distribution of income, F(Y).
To illustrate this definition of gain-loss utility, consider a consumer who expects to consume
either 50 or 100, both with probability 1/2. If she learns in period 1 that she will consume
50, she experiences a loss relative to the good outcome of consuming 100, which would have
occurred with probability 1/2. Gain-loss utility is hence 1/2⌘ (m(100) m(50)). If instead she
learns that consumption will be 100, she experiences a gain relative to the worst-case scenario
of consuming 50, which would have occurred with probability 1/2 as well. Gain-loss utility is
1/2⌘(m(100) m(50)). Hence, the probability that a gain or loss occurs determines its decision
weight.18
In analogy to the deterministic case, the consumer can only make plans that she is committed
to carry through. In other words, the solution needs to be a personal equilibrium, which is defined
as follows:
Personal equilibrium A personal equilibrium B1PE (·) is a contingency plan satisfying
max U1 (c1 ; B1 (·), y) = max m(c1 ) + N(c1 ; B1 (·)) + N(c2 ; B2 (·)) + m(c2 )
c1 y1
⇤

c1 y1

c (y; B1 (·)) ⌘ arg max U1 (c1 ; B1 (·), y) = B1 (y)
c1 y1

with c2 = y1 + y2 c1 and B2 (y) = y1 + y2 B1 (y) by the budget constraint. A personal equilibrium
optimizes lifetime utility in period 1, U1 (c1 ; B1 (·), y), given the plan to consume B1 (·), and satisfies
the condition that optimal consumption for income y is consistent with the consumption plan
given that income level.
The main question here is whether the reference-independent consumption pattern is a
18

Gain-loss utility could always include a probability weight w(y) to accommodate probability weighting, a core
feature of rank-dependent utility and cumulative prospect theory (Tversky and Kahneman, 1992).
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personal equilibrium. Ex-ante risk does not a↵ect reference-independent behavior, since the
risk is resolved prior to the consumption-savings decision. It is therefore optimal to smooth
consumption, unless a liquidity constraint prevents the consumer from attaining this solution.
Consumption is a piecewise linear function satisfying the liquidity constraint, c1 = min{ȳ, y1 }.
KR show that without a liquidity constraint, the reference-independent optimum to smooth
consumption cannot be a personal equilibrium. In their analyses, the optimum c⇤ (y; B1 (·)) is
higher than the planned level ȳ. Without liquidity constraints, the optimization problem is:
max U1 (c1 ; B1 (·), y)
c1

c⇤ (y; B1 (·)) ⌘ arg max U1 (c1 ; B1 (·), y) = B1 (y)
c1

A necessary condition for this personal equilibrium is that the consumer has no incentive to
increase c1 above ȳ. In other words, utility is non-increasing in period-1 consumption at c1 = ȳ.
At this level, marginal lifetime utility is:
m0 (ȳ) + N 0 (ȳ; B1 (·))

m0 (ȳ)

N 0 (ȳ; B1 (·)) = N 0 (ȳ; B1 (·))(1

)>0

for all < 1. Thus, when consumers are able to borrow and attach more weight to changes in
plans regarding immediate consumption, they have an incentive to increase c1 above the planned
level ȳ. Assuming like KR that B1 (y) and B2 (y) are strictly increasing in income, the budget
constraint and the following FOC characterize a personal equilibrium if there are no liquidity
constraints:
m0 (B1 (y)) + N 0 (B1 (y); B1 (·)) = m0 (B2 (y)) + N 0 (B2 (y); B2 (·))
Because < 1, it is optimal to consume more in period 1 than in period 2. Reference-dependent
consumers without liquidity constraints will therefore save less than reference-independent
consumers would save.
Conversely, the existence of a liquidity constraint can induce reference-dependent consumers
to save more than reference-independent consumers would save. This is because the liquidity
constraint prevents the consumer from spreading resources over the two periods. In particular,
the reference-independent optimum min{y1 , ȳ} is associated with higher expected consumption in
period 2 than in period 1:
E max{Y2 , Ȳ} > E min{Y1 , Ȳ}
Therefore, loss averse consumers attach more weight to gain-loss utility regarding future consumption when they face a liquidity constraint and prefer consuming more than max{y2 , ȳ} in
period 2.
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Consider the following example. Suppose that income is uniformly distributed, Yt ⇠ U[0, 1]
for t 2 {1, 2}. The plan at t = 0 is to consume min{Y1 , Ȳ}. At t = 1, the consumer learns that she
will earn ȳ = 0.5, with y1 y2 . The liquidity constraint does not a↵ect the reference-independent
optimum, c1 = 0.5. To see whether this plan is also a personal equilibrium, note that the first
derivative of lifetime utility is:
m0 (c1 ) + N 0 (c1 ; B1 (·))

m0 (c2 )

N 0 (c2 ; B1 (·))

By Assumption (A4’), marginal gain-loss utility can be written as:
⇣
⌘
N 0 (c1 ; B1 (·)) = m0 (c)⌘ P(min{Y, Ȳ} > c1 ) + P(min{Y, Ȳ}  c1 )
⇣
⌘
N 0 (c2 ; B2 (·)) = m0 (c)⌘ P(max{Y, Ȳ} > c2 ) + P(max{Y, Ȳ}  c2 )

where the first term in parentheses reflects marginal loss utility from comparing consumption to
income realizations with higher consumption, and the second term reflects marginal gain utility
relative to income realizations with lower consumption.
Figure 2.7 helps derive the probabilities in this expression. The figure indicates whether the
plan to consume ȳ = 0.5 results in a gain or loss relative to consumption given alternative income
realizations.
In the first period, consuming c1 = 0.5 is a gain relative to any realization Y1 < 0.5. For
this range of income levels, consumption would be constrained to levels below 0.5. Consuming
c1 = 0.5 is also a gain relative to any realization Y1 0.5, Y1 + Y2 < 1. For these outcomes, period2 income Y2 is relatively low, so that the decision-maker would save, resulting in consumption
Ȳ  0.5. In sum, the consumer experiences a gain relative to outcomes in the white and barred
areas on the left. Given a uniform distribution U[0, 1], the probability associated with these two
areas is:19
P(min{Y, Ȳ}) = c1 + 0.5c21 8 c1  0.5
In case of perfect smoothing, c1 = ȳ = 0.5, consumption in the early period would have been
lower with probability 5/8.
The figure looks di↵erent for consumption in period 2, c2 = 1 c1 . Consuming c2 = 1 y1 =
0.5 is a gain relative to income realizations in the white area, where Y2  0.5 and Y1 + Y2 < 1. At
income levels in this area, the consumer would be constrained to choose levels below 0.5. The

19

If c1 > 0.5 or c2 = 1 c1 > 0.5, the figure looks di↵erent. In that case, the probability of lower consumption in
period 1 is 1 1.5c21 , and the probability of lower consumption in period 2 is 1 c1 0.5c21 . The derivations are
available on request.
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Figure 2.7: The probability of gains and losses with liquidity constraints
Y2

Gain t = 1
Loss t = 2

Loss t = 1
Loss t = 2
ȳ = y2
Gain t = 1
Gain t = 2

ȳ = y1

2y1

Y1

probability of an income realization in this area is:
P(max{Y, Ȳ  1

c1 ) = 1.5(1

c1 )2 8 c2 = 1

c1  0.5

In case of perfect smoothing, c1 = ȳ = 0.5, consumption in the future period would have been
lower with probability 3/8. Thus, in period 2, worse outcomes would have been less likely and
better outcomes more likely than in period 1. This increases the weight of prospective gain-loss
utility.
Figure 2.8 draws U10 (c1 ; B(·), y), marginal lifetime utility as a function of period-1 consumption given the plan to consume min{Y1 , Ȳ}. The figure assumes that the consumer earns y1 +y2 = 1,
is loss averse with degree = 2, and has log consumption utility, m(c) = log(c). The solid
black line indicates marginal utility for a consumer who values changes in future consumption
equally as changes in immediate consumption, = 1. Utility is increasing for all c1 < 0.48 and
decreasing for all c1 > 0.48. The optimal consumption level is therefore below the optimum for a
reference-independent consumer, whose marginal utility is represented by the dashed blue line.
Given the plan to consume min{Y1 , Ȳ}, a consumer with ȳ = 0.5 prefers to reduce consumption
by 4 percent (and one could always construct examples with greater di↵erences than that).
This is because higher consumption is more likely in the future period than in the immediate
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Figure 2.8: Marginal lifetime utility with and without reference-dependence

U1 (c1 )

O

0.48

0.74

1.0

c1

=0
=1
=0
period. In Figure 2.7, the hatched area is associated with a loss in both periods, while the barred
area is associated with an immediate gain only in period 1 and a prospective loss in period 2.
Since the probability of a gain or loss determines its decision weight, and losses weigh more than
gains, the liquidity constraint increases the relative weight of prospective gain-loss utility. Loss
averse consumers may therefore decide to save more than a reference-independent consumer.
The value attached to prospective gain-loss utility needs to be sufficiently strong for this result.
The red dotted line indicates marginal lifetime utility if prospective gains and losses do not carry
utility, = 0. This consumer will save less than a reference-independent consumer will save if
the liquidity constraint does not bind, so if y1 > 0.5 in this example.
The following proposition generalizes this anomaly to any continuous IID distribution. Note
that even when the liquidity constraint is binding, a consumer will not live hand-to-mouth as in
the reference-independent framework if utility is strictly decreasing at the reference-independent
optimum, c1 = ȳ. This holds for all consumers who attach relatively high value to prospective
gains and losses, > ⇤ .
PROPOSITION 2.4 Suppose that Assumption (A4’) holds, that income {Y1 , Y2 } is continuous
and IID, and that a consumer learns at t = 1 that she has y1 , y2 . Parameters ⇤ and "⇤ exist such
that B1PE (y) < min{y1 , ȳ} for all > ⇤ and y1 ȳ "⇤ .
This result di↵ers from the case with perfect financial markets, illustrated in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: The probability of gains and losses without liquidity constraints
Y2

y1 + y2

Loss t = 1
Loss t = 2

Gain t = 1
Gain t = 2

y1 + y2

Y1

The figure assumes that consumers can borrow and indicates whether consumption associated
with y1 and y2 entails a gain or loss relative to any other income realization Y1 and Y2 . The
reference-independent plan is now to consume Ȳ in both periods. Compared to the white area,
where alternative income realizations satisfy Ȳ < ȳ, consuming c1 = c2 = ȳ is considered a gain
both in period 1 and 2. Relative to realizations in the shaded area, where income satisfies Ȳ > ȳ,
the consumer experiences a loss both in period 1 and 2 if she consumes c1 = ȳ. As a result,
prospective losses are equally likely as immediate losses. Since < 1, the latter weigh relatively
more and optimal consumption exceeds the reference-independent optimum.
Intuitively, in the presence of a liquidity constraint, a consumer anticipates income levels at
which she is liquidity-constrained and forced to consume more in the future period. The expected
level of future consumption is therefore higher than the expected level of immediate consumption.
The aspiration to meet these future expectations can motivate the consumer to save. This novel
ex-ante e↵ect of liquidity constraints creates a savings anomaly.

2.6

Conclusion

Many studies provide empirical support for prospect theory and reference-dependence in the
laboratory and in settings with high bank penetration, where borrowing is not restricted as much
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as it is in low-income countries. Theories on reference-dependent preferences have however
largely neglected liquidity constraint. As a result, behavioral predictions of prospect theory are
virtually absent in settings without well-functioning financial markets. I therefore investigated
reference-dependent consumption plans in a context of liquidity constraints.
The framework used throughout adopts two stylized facts from earlier laboratory experiments
and empirical research. First, consumers do not only have utility from consumption itself, but
also from changes in plans regarding consumption. Thus, initial plans serve as a reference point,
and higher (lower) consumption than planned initially entails a gain (loss). Second, changes in
plans regarding both immediate consumption and future consumption a↵ect utility. The consumer
hence faces a trade-o↵ not only between early and future consumption, but also between early
gains or losses and future gains or losses. The model assumes that changes in plans regarding
future consumption carry a lower utility weight.
I contribute to the existing literature on reference-dependent preferences by introducing a
liquidity constraint to model the financial market imperfections typically present in low-income
countries. This creates two savings anomalies. First, consumers with a binding liquidity constraint
might choose to save so that they can carry through their future plans after income losses. This
result is driven by diminishing sensitivity, which implies that consumers prefer to concentrate
sure losses within one period. When a consumer was planning to save, but an income loss shatters
her plans for early periods, she might decide to take the loss immediately. She will then save to
make sure she attains her future plans. Neither reference-dependence nor liquidity constraints by
themselves can produce this result. It hinges on the inability of liquidity-constrained consumers
to carry though early plans even when future plans are still feasible.
Second, when consumers do not know in the planning stage yet how much they will earn in
the two periods, anticipating a liquidity constraint at the time of planning increases the optimal
level of savings even when the liquidity constraint does not bind at the time of consumption. A
liquidity-constrained consumer anticipates that she will be unable to smooth consumption if early
income is relatively low. She therefore expects higher consumption in the future. To meet these
expectations, she will save more than a reference-independent consumer would do. Again, this
ex-ante e↵ect of risk would have the opposite e↵ect for consumers without liquidity constraints.
These consumers are always able to smooth consumption and therefore do not have relatively
high expectations about future consumption.
A direction for future research is to empirically test these anomalies and the condition that
consumers attach a sufficiently high weight to future gains and losses. To that end, one could
experimentally elicit measures of reference-dependent preferences, for instance the degree of
loss aversion, the utility curvature for gains and losses, and the weight attached to prospective
losses. These can be useful when testing the propositions derived in this chapter; for instance
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by estimating how income shocks or ex-ante changes in risk and liquidity constraints a↵ect the
consumption-savings decision. Rich survey data on income, consumption and risk - often around
randomized insurance or credit interventions - are increasingly available also for low-income
countries, providing ample opportunities to test the framework.
To conclude, prospect theory can predict qualitatively di↵erent behavior with and without
liquidity constraints. When applying prospect theory to predict behavior in settings where
consumers might face liquidity constraints, it is crucial to understand how liquidity constraints
interact with reference-dependent preferences. This is also important when using observational
consumption-savings data to test prospect theory. The propositions in this study are a first step
towards testing models of reference-dependent preferences outside the laboratory, in settings
where prospect theory has rarely been tested.

2.A. PROOFS
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Proofs

PROOF PROPOSITION 2.1
This proof first identifies the set of PE plans and then shows that among these PE plans, the plan in (2.8) optimizes
ex-ante utility U0 . The second part of the proof shows that (b1PPE , b2PPE ) is a continuous and nondecreasing function
of both y1 and y2 .
The first personal equilibrium constraint from the main text, (2.5), implies that the consumer has no incentive to
consume less than b1 in period 1, when she optimizes U1 (c1 ; b1 ):
U10 (b1 ; b1 )

0 , m0 (b1 )(1 + ⌘ )

m0 (y1 + y2

b1 )(1 + ⌘ ) , b1  b̄1PE

(2.14)

where b1  b̄1PE because of strict concavity of consumption utility, and b̄1PE is defined implicitly by m0 (b̄1PE )(1 + ⌘ ) =
m0 (y1 + y2 b̄1PE )(1 + ⌘ ).
The second personal equilibrium constraint, (2.6), states that the consumer has no incentive to consume more
than b1 in period 1:
U10 (b1 ; b1 )  0 , m0 (b1 )(1 + ⌘)  m0 (y1 + y2

b1 )(1 + ⌘

) , b1

b1PE if b1PE  y1

(2.15)

where b1 b1PE again follows from concavity of consumption utility, and b1PE is defined implicitly by m0 (b1PE )(1+⌘) =
m0 (y1 + y2 b1PE )(1 + ⌘ ). Because > 1 > and consumption utility is concave, the latter constraint is binding at
a lower level of consumption than the first constraint, so that b1PE < b̄1PE . As a result, the set of personal equilibrium
plans is convex if y1 b1PE .
If y1 < b1PE , (2.6) cannot be satisfied because any b1 > y1 is not feasible and hence not a personal equilibrium.
Also consuming b1 < y1 is not a personal equilibrium by the constraint in (2.15), because then b1 < b1PE and b1 , y1 .
As a result, b1 = y1 is the unique personal equilibrium plan and hence also the preferred personal equilibrium.
If however y1 b1PE , any plan b1 2 [b1PE , min{y1 , b̄1PE }] is a personal equilibrium. A plan b1 < b1PE is not a
personal equilibrium by Condition (2.15); a plan b1 > y1 is not feasible by the liquidity constraint; and finally, a plan
b1 > b̄1PE is not a personal equilibrium by Condition (2.14).
The question is whether the proposed PPE plan for this second case also optimizes ex-ante utility U0 (b1 ) among
the range of PE plans. There are two candidates to consider. First, if
1/ , the candidate min{y1 , ȳ} is a personal
PE PE
0
00
equilibrium because min{y1 , ȳ} 2 [b1 , b̄1 ]. Since U0 (ȳ) = 0 and U0 (b1 ) < 0, the plan b1 = min{y1 , ȳ} optimizes
ex-ante utility and is the preferred personal equilibrium.
Second, if < 1/ , the candidate is b1PE > ȳ. By definition, this is a personal equilibrium, bPE 2 PE. Since
0 PE
U0 (b1 ) < 0, U000 (b1 ) < 0 and a personal equilibrium plan b1 2 PE satisfies b1 b1PE , by (2.15), the preferred
personal equilibrium is the plan b1PPE = b1PE .
The final part of this proof shows that consumption is continuous and non-decreasing in income. The plan in
(2.8) specifies two consumption regimes for consumers attaching relatively high weight to prospective gain-loss
utility,
1/ . Either y1 < y2 and the liquidity constraint is binding, so that consumption is (y1 , y2 ), or y1 y2 and
consumption equals ȳ in both periods. It follows that consumption is continuous and nondecreasing in y1 and y2 .
When < 1/ , the plan in (2.8) predicts (y1 , y2 ) at low levels of period-1 income. At higher levels of period-1
income, y1 b1PE , consumption is implicitly defined in (2.9). Implicit di↵erentiation with respect to y1 or y2 yields:
@b1PE
@bPE
= 1 =
@y1
@y2

m00 (y1 + y2
m00 (b1PE )(1

+ ⌘)

b1PE )(1 + ⌘

m00 (y1 + y2

)

b1PE )(1 + ⌘

)

2 (0, 1)
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By the budget constraint, @b2PE /@y1 = @b2PE /@y2 = 1 @b1PE /@y1 . It follows that b1PPE and b2PPE are continuous and
non-decreasing functions of y1 and y2 . This completes the proof.
PROOF PROPOSITION 2.2
In period 1, the consumer with the plan to consume b1PPE = y1 solves the following problem:
max U1 (c1 ; y1 ) = max m(c1 ) + µ(m(c1 )
c1 y1

m(y1 )) + µ(m(c2 )

c1 y1

m(y2 )) + m(c2 )

where c2 is defined through the new budget constraint, c1 + c2 = y01 + y02 .
Proposition 2.1 defines two cases to consider. In the first case,
1/ , the condition b1PE  ȳ holds. The
proposition implies that b1PPE = y1 if and only if period-1 income is below period-2 income, y1  y2 . Thus, the first
derivative of lifetime utility in period 1, U10 (y1 , y2 ), satisfies the following condition:
m0 (y1 )

m0 (y2 )

(2.16)

The second case, < 1/ , satisfies the condition that b1PE > ȳ. The proposition implies that b1PPE = y1 if and only if
for period-1 income the following holds: y1  b1PE . As a result,
m0 (y1 )(1 + ⌘)

m0 (b1PE )(1 + ⌘) = m0 (b2PE )(1 + ⌘

) > m0 (y2 )(1 + ⌘ )

(2.17)

I will be using these conditions when deriving the optimal response to the surprise shocks.
The first type of surprise shock to consider is 1 < 0 and 2
0. Because of the liquidity constraint, the
consumer cannot avoid a period-1 loss, c1  y01 < y1 . The marginal utility of c1 is:
U10 (c1 ; y1 ) = m0 (c1 ) (1 + ⌘ )
> m0 (y1 ) (1 + ⌘)

m0 (y01 + y02

c1 ) (1 + ⌘ )

m0 (y2 ) (1 + ⌘ ) > 0

for all c1  y1 , > 1. The last inequality holds both if 1/  < 1 by Equation (2.16), and if < 1/ by Condition
(2.17). Therefore, to minimize the period-1 loss, consumption changes to (y01 , y02 ) if shocks are sufficiently small.
The second type of surprise shock to be analyzed is 1 < 0 and 2 < 0. Since the consumer loses relative to the
PPE plan in both periods, the marginal utility of c1 is:
U10 (c1 ; y1 ) = m0 (c1 ) (1 + ⌘ )

m0 (y01 + y02

c1 ) (1 + ⌘

)

Evaluated in c1 = y1 , this is strictly positive because < 1. Thus, for some 1 , 2 < 0, the marginal utility of c1 is
non-negative, U10 0, for all c1  y01 . Consumption therefore changes to c1 = y01 for all y1 2 [y , 0] and y2 2 [y , 0].
1
2
The third surprise shock is positive: either y1 > 0 or y2 > 0. The consumer can now attain a first- and
second-period gain. The marginal utility of c1 is:
U10 (c1 ; y1 ) = m0 (c1 ) (1 + ⌘)

m0 (y01 + y02

c1 ) (1 + ⌘ ) > 0

for all c1  y1 because either < 1/ and m0 (y1 ) (1 + ⌘) m0 (y2 ) (1 + ⌘ ) by Condition (2.17), or because
1/
0
0
¯
¯
and y1  y2 . By continuity, for some 1 , 2 > 0, U1 (c1 ; y1 ) 0 for all c1  y1 . Consumption therefore changes to
c1 = y01 for all y1 2 [0, ȳ1 ] and y2 2 [0, ȳ2 ].
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PROOF LEMMA 2.1
First, note that in the limiting case where = 0,
lim ⌦(b, ) = m0 (b) 1 + µ0 > m0 (b)(1 + µ0+ )
#0

Second, at marginally higher levels of , ⌦(b, ) < m0 (b) 1 + µ0 because
@⌦(b, )
|
@

=0

=
,

Because lim

#0

h
i
m00 (b)(1 + µ0 ) + (m0 (b))2 µ00 < 0

µ00 m0 (b) m00 (b)
> 0
, DS (b) > ARA(b)
1 + µ0
m (b)

⌦(b, ) > m0 (b)(1 + µ0+ ), Condition (2.12) is satisfied:
m0 (b)(1 + µ0+ ) < ⌦(b, ) < m0 (b)(1 + µ0 )

For the maximum value of , the Inada condition implies that lim "b ⌦(b, ) = 1. As a result, ⌦(b, ) < m0 (b)(1 + µ0 )
is not satisfied for high levels of . Condition (2.12) is hence satisfied for some 2 (0, ⇤ ) with 0 < ⇤ < b. This
completes the proof.
PROOF PROPOSITION 2.3
To prove the proposition, I first assume the limiting case in which changes in plans regarding immediate consumption
carry the same weight as changes in plans regarding future consumption, = 1. The proof shows that the consumer
will not consume c1 < ȳ
< 1.
1
2 , which would result in a period-2 gain, c2 > ȳ. This will also hold for all
The proof then shows that the optimum in the range c1 2 [ȳ
,
y
],
i.e.
the
feasible
range
of
period-1
1
2 1
1
consumption in a context of liquidity constraints, is c1 = ȳ
1
2 . By continuity, the findings generalize to all
2 ( ⇤ , 1).
First, I prove that c2  ȳ, so that c1 ȳ
1
2 . Marginal lifetime utility of c1 is:
U 0 (c1 ; ȳ) = m0 (c1 )(1 + µ0 (m(c1 )

m(ȳ)))

m0 (c2 )(1 + µ0 (m(c2 )

m(ȳ)))

The Inada conditions imply that in the limiting case of zero consumption in period 1,
lim U 0 (c1 ; ȳ) > 0
c1 #0

If c1 = ȳ
1
2 and c2 = lim"#0 ȳ + ", i.e. period-2 consumption is approaching the planned level but still higher
than planned for, marginal lifetime utility of period-1 consumption is:
m0 (ȳ

1

= ⌦(ȳ,
because 0 <

1

+

2

<

⇤

2 )(1
1

+

+ µ0 (m(ȳ
2)

1

2)

m(ȳ)))

m0 (ȳ)(1 + µ0+ )

m0 (ȳ)(1 + µ0+ ) > 0

, so that Lemma 2.1 implies the last inequality. Thus,
lim U 0 (c1 ; ȳ) > 0 and lim U 0 (c1
c1 #0

c1 "ȳ

1

Since marginal utility changes sign at most once in the interval c1 2 (0, ȳ

2 ; ȳ)

1

>0
2 ),

it follows that U10 (c1 ; ȳ) > 0 for
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all c1 in this range. As a result, consumption satisfies c1 ȳ
1
2 and c2  ȳ; period-2 consumption will not be
more than planned for. If < 1, period-2 gains carry lower value. The statement c1 ȳ
1
2 therefore holds for
all < 1.
I will now show that if = 1, the consumer will also not choose c1 > ȳ
1
2 . When period-2 consumption
is limiting the planned level ȳ from below, so that the consumer experiences a period-2 loss, marginal utility is
decreasing in c1 , U 0 (c1 ; ȳ) < 0:
m0 (ȳ

1

⌘ ⌦(ȳ,

2 )(1
1

+

+ µ0 (m(ȳ
2)

2)

1

m0 (ȳ)(1 + µ0 )

m(ȳ)))

m0 (ȳ)(1 + µ0 ) < 0

where the last statement again follows from 1 + 2 < ⇤ and Lemma 2.1. By symmetry, marginal utility U10 (c1 ; ȳ)
will be strictly positive if period-1 consumption is limiting the planned level from below, c1 = lim"#0 ȳ ". Note
however that any allocation with c1 = ȳ > y01 is not feasible due to the liquidity constraint.
Because marginal utility changes sign at most once in the interval c1 2 (ȳ
1
2 , ȳ), and
lim U10 (c1
c1 #ȳ

1

2 ; ȳ)

< 0 and lim U10 (c1 ; ȳ) > 0,
c1 "ȳ

utility is convex over the interval c1 2 (ȳ
1
2 , ȳ). Therefore, the optimum is a corner solution, satisfying either
c1 = ȳ
1
2 , or c1 = y1
1 , i.e. the maximum level of consumption given the liquidity constraint. Assuming
that = 1, the two periods receive equal weight, so that the optimal allocation concentrates the loss in one period,
c1 = ȳ
2 ( ⇤ , 1), 1 + 2 < ⇤ and 1 2 (y1 ȳ, ⇤1 ), because for these
1
2 . By continuity, this will hold for all
parameters,
U1 (ȳ
1
2 ; ȳ) > U 1 (y1
1)
where the final statement follows from the definition of

⇤

,

⇤

,

⇤
1.

PROOF PROPOSITION 2.4
This proof analyzes whether the plan B1 (y) = min{y1 , ȳ} is a personal equilibrium. At t = 1, a consumer with this
plan solves
max U1 (c1 ; B1 (·), y) = max m(c1 ) + N(c1 ; B1 (·)) + N(c2 ; B2 (·)) + m(c2 )
c1 y1
⇤

c1 y1

c (B1 (·), y) = arg max U1 (c1 ; B1 (·), y) = min{y1 , ȳ}
c1 y1

Because the income distribution is continuous, the first derivative is continuous even though
realization, there is hence one first-order condition. These first-order conditions are:
m0 (ȳ) + N 0 (ȳ; B1 (·))

m0 (ȳ)

m0 (y1 ) + N 0 (y1 ; B1 (·))

m0 (y2 )

> 1. For every income

N 0 (ȳ; B2 (·)) = 0 if y1 > ȳ
N 0 (y2 ; B2 (·))

0 if y1  ȳ

Define P1 (c1 ) ⌘ P(min{Y1 , Ȳ}  c1 ) as the probability that Y1 < c1 or, if Y1
Dropping time subscripts (because income is IID):
P1 (c1 ) ⌘ P(min{Y1 , Ȳ}  c1 ) = P(Y < c1 ) + P(Y

c1 , that Ȳ < c1 (see Figure 2.7).

c1 )P(Ȳ < c1 |Y

c1 )
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The first derivative of gain-loss utility for period-1 consumption is:
N 0 (c1 ; B1 (·)) = m0 (c1 )⌘ (P1 (c1 ) + (1

P1 (c1 )) ) = m0 (c1 )⌘ (

P1 (c1 )(

1))

Consumption is higher than planned for income realizations that occur with probability P1 (c1 ), yielding gains utility
that is weighted by ⌘. Consumption is lower than planned for income levels that occur with probability 1 P1 (c1 ),
yielding loss utility that is weighted by ⌘ .
The first derivative of gain-loss utility for period-2 consumption is defined in a similar way:
P2 (c2 )) ) = m0 (c2 )⌘ (

N 0 (c2 ; B2 (·)) = m0 (c2 )⌘ (P2 (c2 ) + (1

P2 (c2 )(

1))

where P2 (c2 ) ⌘ P(max{Y2 , Ȳ}  c2 ), the probability that Y2 < c2 and that Ȳ < c2 , so that the consumer gains relative
to the plan given these income realizations (see Figure 2.7):
P2 (c2 ) ⌘ P(Y < c2 )P(Ȳ < c2 |Y < c2 )
The first-order conditions in a personal equilibrium are therefore:
m0 (ȳ) (1 + ⌘ (
0

m (y1 ) (1 + ⌘ (
The first FOC, for y1

1)P1 (ȳ))) = m0 (ȳ) (1 + ⌘ (

(
(

1)P1 (y1 )))

0

m (y2 ) (1 + ⌘ (

(
(

1)P2 (ȳ))) 8 y1

ȳ

1)P2 (y2 ))) 8 y1 < ȳ

ȳ, reduces to:
m0 (ȳ)⌘ (

(

(

1)P1 (ȳ)

(

1)P2 (ȳ)))

which is strictly positive if = 0 because >
1 > (
1)P1 (ȳ). It is strictly negative if = 1, because
P2 (ȳ) < P1 (ȳ) when income is IID. To see this, note that the di↵erence in probabilities, P1 (ȳ) P2 (ȳ), is:
P(Y < ȳ)(1

P(Ȳ < ȳ|Y < ȳ)) + P(Y

ȳ)P(Ȳ < ȳ|Y

ȳ) > 0

So if y1 y2 and = 1, then a consumer has an incentive to reduce c1 relative to the plan to consume ȳ. If, by
contrast, = 0, then the consumer will always have an incentive to increase c1 relative to the plan to consume ȳ. We
can hence define a threshold
(
1)P1 (ȳ)
⇤
(ȳ) ⌘
(
1)P2 (ȳ)
such that c1 < ȳ for all

>

⇤

(ȳ). By continuity, we can more generally define parameters
m0 (ȳ "⇤ ) 1 + ⌘ ⇤ (
=
m0 (ȳ + "⇤ )
1 + ⌘(

and as a result, c1 < min{y1 , ȳ} for all y1

ȳ

"⇤ ,

>

⇤

(
(

1)P2 (ȳ + "⇤ ))
1)P1 (ȳ "⇤ ))

. This completes the proof.

⇤

, "⇤ > 0 so that

